Abstract. The large-scale modular energy storage systems (MESS) technology is one of the key technologies in relieving power contradictions and achieving the sustainable energy development. An accurate simulation model, which can capture the complicated and dynamic configuration characteristic of MESS, is very crucial for analyzing the performance of MESS with the architecture properties. In this paper, we have explored bipartite network method in complex networks to construct a network-architecture model of MESS. The coupling relationship between the electrical characteristics (voltage, current and power) and network characteristics (the network diameter, the degree of output terminals) was established. The structure coupling coefficient are presented to analysis the evolution and extension of MESS. Accordingly, the network-architecture model of MESS provides effective simulation analysis method for the plan and optimization of MESS.
Introduction
The large-scale modular energy storage systems (MESS) technology, that can be used to improve grid operation performance, efficiency and reliability, to increase asset utilization and renewable energy access and so on, is one of the key technologies in relieving power supply and demand contradictions and achieving the sustainable energy development [1, 2] .
While such large systems are able to provide powerful energy supply, they also introduce new challenges, among which, the performance of series-parallel-connected MESS is not so good as that of single battery. As an energy storage device, MESS meets the needs of electric power system in practical applications with enormous number of series-parallel cells. The performance of MESS not only depends on the performance of single cell battery, but also on the series-parallel connection mode of MESS topology. The temperature distributions and cooling capabilities of series cells directly result in the decline in the capacity of battery module [3, 4] . The current imbalance of parallel cells get worse in the end of charge and discharge process [5, 6] . Besides analyzing the influencing factors of MESS performance, there yet exists another open challenge in configuration flexibility, referred as the adaptive system reconfiguration, which is to optimally determine battery system configurations in accordance with real-time load requirements. The adaptive reconfiguration not only avoids the low efficiency issue of the traditional regulator-based approaches, but also increases the system robustness in that failed batteries can be by-passed without significantly degrading the system performance [7, 8] . Motivated by this, an accurate simulation model, which can capture the complicated and dynamic configuration characteristic of MESS, is very crucial for analyzing, predicting and optimizing the performance of MESS with architecture properties.
In general, existing battery models can be divided into physical models, analytical models, and circuit-based models [9] . Based on battery structure and chemical composition, physical models can be used to accurately characterize the complex electrical-chemical process by differential equations. However, physical models require intensive computations to solve the interdependent partial differential equations. Analytical models is used to characterize the battery performance with accurate and simple approximate equivalent mathematical formulas, but they ignore circuit features such as voltage and internal resistance, making them infeasible for multi-cell battery design and analysis as well as circuit simulation. In circuit-based models, battery nonlinear circuit behaviors can be emulated by using capacitors, voltage and current resources, and resistors from the circuit analysis point of view, which can be easily implemented in electronic design automation (EDA) tools. However, the above three simulation model are inappropriate for analyzing the performance of MESS with architecture properties.
This paper presents a network-architecture model to analyze the performance of MESS. The model takes cells and connection points into account. This model adopt the bipartite network method in complex networks, which is important since the existence of the isomorphism problem of the circuit. In addition, the proposed model builds a very useful "bridge" between architecture properties and electric parameters. Starting from this network-architecture model, we present a method for predicting the local evolution and system extension of the MESS under variable load conditions. The proposed model is provides an efficient means for reference to the assessment and optimization on performance of MESS from network-architecture aspect.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the model of network-architecture MESS which is first promoted in this paper and network characteristics is described. The analysis of evolution and extension of MESS are presented in Section III. Finally, conclusions are given in Section IV.
Model Description
The objective of this paper is to construct a high-level model to analyze the influencing factors of MESS performance and configuration flexibility of MESS in terms of the series and parallel architecture of cells.
Modeling the Network-Architecture of MESS
We propose an abstracted graph model for MESS to facilitate in analyzing its performance. The bipartite network method of complex networks is taken to construct a network-architecture model in the way that: i. the model defines two different types of Nodes : cells and connection points; ii.
the edge represents the configuration of the MESS, i.e., how the cells can be connected; iii.
two connection points nodes n+ and n-are represented the two output terminals; iv.
the serial connection represents that the cell nodes and connection point nodes are linked in sequence; v.
the parallel connection represents that two edges of cell nodes are incident to the same pair of connection point nodes; vi.
the same kind of nodes do not exist edge. Figure 1 illustrates an example of the entire set of bipartite network graph model of six cell nodes. mSnP represents a model with m cell nodes in series, and then n modules in parallel; nPmS represents the model with n cell nodes in parallel, and then m modules in series [10] . For example, 3S2P represents 3 cells in series as a module, and then 2 modules in parallel as a MESS, as shown in Figure 1(b) .
The bipartite network model captures all the potential system configurations, and the out-degree of nodes is a direct metric to quantify the configuration flexibility offered by the system [11, 12] . Compared with the traditional network model, the bipartite network model can deal with the isomorphism problem of the circuit system. Any specific MESS can be mapped to only one corresponding bipartite network model because the edges only reflect the logical connectivity between cells. 
Network Characteristics of Model
The network characteristics of the bipartite network model are calculated with Pajek software, which is the basic quantities used to describe the architecture.
Network Diameter/Voltage. The shortest path lengths dij of a network is the length of the geodesic from node i to node j. The maximum value of dij is called the diameter D of the network. The shortest path lengths between n+ and n-is the diameter D, as shown in Figure 1 . The network diameter is corresponding to the voltage grade Vs of MESS.
Vs = D/2×Vcell
(1) where Vcell is the voltage of cell.
Degree/Current. The degree (or connectivity) ki of a node i is the number of edges incident with the node. The degree of output terminals kn is corresponding to the current grade Is of MESS.
where Icell is the current of cell. Diameter and Degree/Power. So, the power rate Ps of MESS is:
(3) where Pcell is the power rate of cell.
Analysis of MESS
In the planning and design stages of MESS, its architecture is evolved and extended, according to the voltage, current or power/capacity request. The architecture evolution is defined that the series number of cells increases along with the improvement of voltage, the parallel number of cells increases along with the improvement of current in invariant total cells. The architecture extension is represented as the total cells increases along with the improvement of power/capacity. For analyzing, predicting and optimizing the performance of MESS, the interrelation between the performance of MESS and influencing factors directly related to series-parallel architecture must be attained. Base on network characteristics of bipartite network model, we propose the structure and system coupling coefficient to analysis the interrelation.
Evolution Analysis
Series or parallel module as a set of physical connection, work together to complete a relatively independent function cell group, the node cell has single coupling way: series or parallel connection. The structure coupling coefficient of MESS is defined as the ratio of all degree of the series or parallel module to the degree of series-parallel module. Series structure coupling coefficient of mSnP is 
Extension Analysis
The system coupling coefficient of MESS is defined as the ratio of all degree of the system module to the degree of corresponding global coupled network. Series-parallel system coupling coefficient of mSnP is Figure 3 show that η sp decreased rapidly with the diameter D. That means the actual coupling relationship between the cells is considerably lower than the theoretical coupling relationship. Contrary to mSnP, Figure 4 show that η ps of nPmS sharp increases with the degree k n of output terminals and equals 1 at the end. That means the actual coupling relationship equals the theoretical coupling relationship. Thus it can be seen the network of nPmS have good connectivity and robustness. 
Conclusions
In this paper, we have explored bipartite network method in complex networks to construct a network-architecture model of MESS. The bipartite network model captures all the potential system configurations, and deal with the isomorphism problem of the circuit system. The coupling relationship between the electrical characteristics (voltage, current and power) and network characteristics (the network diameter, the degree of output terminals) was established. We present the structure coupling coefficient to analysis the evolution and extension of MESS. In evolution, η p-c growth trend is relatively flat with the degree k n of output terminals, that is, the network of MESS remains relatively stable. In evolution, the network of nPmS have good connectivity and robustness. Accordingly, the network-architecture model of MESS provides effective simulation analysis method for the plan and optimization of MESS. In the future, we will investigate the weighted network model to study reliability of MESS.
